5 v 5 League (Modified Rules)

All PA West Rules and Procedures apply with the following exceptions:

Format: Small Sided game structure
Field Size: U10 (layout and goal size)
Play Format: 5v5
Age Groups: U15 and older
Ball Size: 5
Referee: one referee

Duration: 2 x 25 minutes (5 minute half)
Subs: unlimited

Special Rules:
- no offsides
- flying substitutions at the center line (player must exit before substitute can enter)
- goal kicks cannot exceed 1/2 of the fields length

Clarifications
- team rosters, GDR and player passes are required for all games
- max roster size 12
- there will only be one Division
- declare teams in Affinity, same as any other team
- include 5v5 in team name at declaration